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Present for Scorpio

 

The place is for your photo
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You are the brightest star in the sky!

 
You can order portfolio with your photo of our photographer or your portrait of our artist.
Also you can get the Solyar (a special program to guide you to future success during the

next 12 months after your birthday). Just send your date, time and place of birthday on this email
address: angelwight8@gmail.com

Tatyana Olenchinkova is an artist
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Your cosmig passport

 

Date of birth
Place of birth
Time of birth
Your day
Your hour
Your year
Your element
Your planet
Your stone
Your flower
Your color
Your number
Your code luck

To fill in a form, use the services of an astrologer and get a personal talisman for good
luck!
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Scorpio

 
(23/24 October – 22/23 November)

Deep
Brave
Stubborn
Determination
Loyalty
A strong personality
Very loyal
Likes secrets
Can hold grudges
Very strong emotions
An instinctive sense
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The sigh of Scorpio

 
Element: Water
Quality: Fixed
Simbol: The scorpion
Planet: Pluto (Mars)

Scorpio is the eighth sign in the Zodiac. The power that has been generated is now channelled
into a rigid mould by its fixed quality of water in Scorpio. The sign’s intense emotions are
toughened by Pluto and Mars. In autumn life gives way to its place of death on earth. It goes
underground. The old forms decompose. Darkness prevails over light. The days become shorter
than the night. The sun no longer rises high above the horizon. In response, the green world dies
and its juice goes back to earth. The organisms organisms of rot and decay, appear as if by magic.
All existing elements are mixed and pave the way for the birth of a new life next year. It’s time
to abandon yourself. Giving up our life now, thanks to the disintegration and liberation of elements,
a foundation is created that will nurture the birth of life next year. Only through such death and
disintegration can we feed the new life of spring.
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The myth of scorpio

 
According to Greek Mythology, the constellation of Scorpio is closely related to the history

of Orion. Legend tells that he was the son of Poseidon and was famous for his strength and
handsome. He was the most handsome man alive. Many girls could not resist his charms. He
was a passionate hunter and often boasted that any animal can kill. He and Artemis were hunting
partners. According to one version, Artemis did not love him and sent him a small poisonous
scorpion that stung and killed Orion. According to another version, Orion fell in love with Artemis
and they began to have mutual feelings and they forgot about their hunting. Then her brother Apollo
intervened. Once, when Orion was fishing far out into the sea, he argued with his sister that she
would not be able to get into the small black dot on the horizon. Artemis accidentally shot Orion
in the head thinking she was shooting Scorpio. Any way, Orion and Scorpon died together and
were placed by Zeus in the sky, and opposite each other. It seems to the poet that Orion is fleeing
from the little Scorpio, who constantly pursues an echo in the edification of all braggarts. Scorpio
is a fairly large constellation. A bright star, Antares, is the Scorpion’s heart.
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The symbol

 
This sign has a few symbol associations. The astrological symbol of Scorpio is often depicted

in several different forms, including the shape of an eagle and a snake, as well as a scorpion.
The latter is depicted with a tail lifted up, which contains a poisonous sting. This use of force
will cost them their life. Also this symbol can symbolize a phoenix bird, dying and re-emerging
from the ashes. This symbol of determination and strength. It ability to rise above the very depths
of darkness. Many a Scorpio shares this ability.
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Scorpio: “I wish!”

 
Late Autumn is the time of the Scorpio. During this period life stops. It is the time of year

when there is a delegation of authority on Earth and Pluto rules over the kingdom of darkness.
Because of the fear of the unknown, many find solace in sensual, worldly pleasures. The scorpio
symbol is similar to the symbolic image of the Virgin. The same three vertical lines are present, but
there is no unifying angel wing. Instead there is a raised tail with a poisonous sting. Symbolically,
it has been suggested that for climbing, a person needs to first go down to the depths of his psyche,
to explore the most hidden corners of his mind, perhaps even die, to be reborn again later. It is
a symbol of death and rebirth, as was phoenix rising from the ashes. The stars have the ability
to recognize the weakest point in every man, which can be consequential in terms of life events. So
be careful! Pluto, which protects Scorpions can have what appear to be magical powers which gives
them magical powers and makes them almost invulnerable. The impact of Mars gives them vitality.
Perhaps because of this we are somewhat biased towards those born under this sign. Scorpions are
very honest, decent people, even if they inadvertently hurt us because they always tell the truth.
Scorpions are of extraordinary character: they are often endowed with a strong will, brave to the
point of recklessness, and they can also be stubborn and quarrelsome.

They are often extravagant by nature. They can be vindictive and do not forgive wrongdoing
lightly. After waiting for the right moment, they can be revengeful. Scorpions are often endowed
with great intuition.

Sometimes, they can be irritable and overly suspicious. People in their presence often begin
to feel awkward. At the same time they are able to win over people with their persuasiveness.

They tend to love solitude, and often withdraw into themselves. They prefer to hide their
inner life, which makes them even more secretive and mysterious.

In love they are often passionate and impulsive. They have strong energy, although they
often withdraw when they feel outmanoeuvred by others. At the same time they require complete
dedication. With Scorpions it’s always all or nothing!
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Scorpio – Man

 
These are real gangsters from criminal detectives. In addition to the intriguing mysterious

fate, they have in their arsenal of a number of means that can not leave indifferent women. They
have magical charms and magnetism, as well as strong sexual energy.

Alain Delon was born on November 8, 1935 under the constellation Scorpio in the suburbs
of Paris. It was a typical bourgeois family. His mother worked as a pharmacist in a pharmacy, and
his father was the director of a movie theater. When the boy was four years old, they divorced.
Until his mother remarried and the birth of his half-sister, he was raised in a family of relatives.

After changing a lot of schools, Alain Delon goes to St. Nicholas’s boarding school, where
they decided to make a priest out of him. True, as you know, nothing came of this.

At the age of 17 he enlisted in the volunteer marine expeditionary corps. Alain Delon goes
to Indochina, where at that time there is a war. Then, before becoming a famous actor, he goes
through a lot of professions, from the waiter to the paid actor, entertaining the elderly ladies.

The adventures of young Delon were very much like the adventures of Lovelace. Many
women could not resist the gray-eyed handsome Frenchman. Looking back, the actor says that
in life he was given three things well: he knows how to make movies, stupid things and children.
He has three of them: the eldest son Anthony (from his first wife), who followed in the footsteps
of his father and also became an actor, and two kids: Annushka and Alain-Fabien.

People who know him very well call Alain Delon a narcissist, and the director of “The Return
of Casanova” invited him to the main role, where he presented the hero not in the traditional image
of a smoothie, but made him a tragic victim of circumstances. Such sympathy for Casanova is
not accidental, because who can understand him better than Alain Delon, himself often in such
situations.

These women were his wives and German actress Romy Schneider, a novel with which
was one of the noisiest kinoromanov of the sixties. They were engaged, lived together for several
years, but never got married. Romy was forced to go to Hollywood, where she worked a lot, while
Alain Delon stayed in Europe. He starts dating Natalia Barthelemy, and after a while sends a letter
to Romy, informing them of their break.

The constellation of Scorpio could not but impose its imprint on him. With his external data,
he is very secretive, lonely, unsociable. One of the tragic properties of this sign is the propensity
to self-destruct and devour not only their loved ones, but also themselves. His cruelty sometimes
surprises, the sharpness does not find a reasonable explanation, but the answer is simple, he lies on
the surface: his tender soul is hidden under a thick protective shell. Hence, there are so many broken
fates and dissatisfaction with one’s own life. Hence numerous novels, the search for supernatural
feelings and the tragedy of personal life. As a result, Alain Delon is a handsome man with blue
eyes, which all the girls dreamed of, in his old age remains in proud solitude. Is not this the irony
of fate and not the sad finale of a beautiful love story that never was to come true.
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Конец ознакомительного фрагмента.

 
Текст предоставлен ООО «ЛитРес».
Прочитайте эту книгу целиком, купив полную легальную версию на ЛитРес.
Безопасно оплатить книгу можно банковской картой Visa, MasterCard, Maestro, со счета

мобильного телефона, с платежного терминала, в салоне МТС или Связной, через PayPal,
WebMoney, Яндекс.Деньги, QIWI Кошелек, бонусными картами или другим удобным Вам
способом.

https://www.litres.ru/pages/biblio_book/?art=24611764
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